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Executive Summary
SMEs and mid-caps struggle to keep track of new technologies that may be important to their
business in the short, medium and long term. The aim of the Smart4Europe Technology and
Innovation Radar is to provide a useful reference for the SAE community highlighting up and coming
technologies that SMEs, mid-caps, as well as Large Industry, can exploit as well as the current
maturity of these technologies. Desk research and a questionnaire approach were used to gather a
set of initial technologies and innovation areas. These were represented on an initial radar concept
which was designed for an individual company’s use. This highlighted a number of shortcomings. The
banding used was found to be not appropriate to represent the technologies and innovations for the
SAE community as a whole. The initial radar was also sparsely populated according to 4 sectors
technologies, services, platforms and standards, and tools. The “look forward” into the future was
also not sufficiently far ahead and so there was a lack of entries for long term immature technologies.
A further issue noted was that different experts had different views on the maturity of some
technologies dependent on their understanding of a domain and on specific applications.
The concept was thus rethought and re-organised into 4 key areas:
•
•
•
•

Robotics and Autonomous Systems - Key Supporting Technologies
Smart Pervasive Monitoring (IoT) - Key Supporting Technologies
Mastering Big Data - Key Supporting Technologies
Human Machine Interaction - Key Supporting Technologies

This better matched the key application areas covered by Smart4Europe in terms of CPS and IoT but
still did not address the specific areas of SSI and OLAE sufficiently. A second reorganisation was thus
performed into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotics
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Energy Harvesting
Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs)
Tools, Platforms and Standards
Data Analytics
Smart Systems Integration (SSI)
Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE)

The area of AI has also become prominent over the last year and has application in many areas both
at the cloud level and at the edge. A separate category was this created to cover this. The area of
powering devices is also highly important and so a separate category on energy harvesting was
added.
A major effort was then put into identifying further technologies and innovative areas (particularly
looking further ahead). This resulted in 107 technologies and innovation areas being identified
(tripling the initial number of identified areas). The technologies and innovation areas have been
banded into short term up to 2025, medium term 2025-2035 and long term 2035 onwards and the
maturities of technologies are coloured into red, amber and green so this can be easily understood
by SMEs and mid-caps.
Another aim of the work in WP4 is to provide a clearer picture of future opportunities and to make
strategic recommendations for the SAE Initiative towards the next Framework Program. In view of
this a second Technology and Research Needs Radar has been created that categorises areas in the
2020-2030 timeframe in line with Horizon Europe. This radar was explored and refined in a Workshop
held in Brussels.
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1.

Introduction

Smart4Europe has been designed to directly support the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Initiative
which addresses the “next wave of products that integrate digital technologies” with the aims of
transferring knowledge and fostering collaboration and hence the uptake of digital technologies by
European industry. The overall ambition is to contribute to Europe's need to accelerate the design,
development, and uptake of advanced digital technologies by bringing Innovation Actions (IAs)
together. In order to boost digital transformation of European Industry Smart4Europe supports
European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps to produce competitive products
based on innovative electronic components, software, and systems. In addition, Smart4Europe
supports companies to achieve competitive advantage by promoting early technology adoption. It
assists technology suppliers to seek finance for their product development and enables access to
early customers.
As part of this there is a need to identify promising technology and application fields to expand the
SAE Initiative and support strategic development towards the next Framework Programme, Horizon
Europe. The motivation is that Digital Technologies have already entered our daily life, with many
interactions. Digital transformation and innovation are now considered a necessity for all industrial
sectors especially if they want to stay ahead in the global race. Thus, action at a European level is
required to achieve digitisation successfully in order to create benefits for both society in general and
also in a European economic sense. Smart4Europe is particularly concentrating on the SAE ecosystem
disciplines and sectors as shown in Figure 1.

Connectivity

Control

Internet of
Things
“Things”

Smart Systems
Integration

Cyber Physical
Systems
“Components”

Application
Driven

Organic and
Large Area
Electronics
Technology
Integration

Figure 1: Smart4Europe Ecosystem Integration: Smart Systems Integration, Organic and Large Area Electronics, Internet of
Things and Cyber Physical Systems

The applications driven areas, the Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems is fuelled by
developments in Smart Systems Integration and Organic and Large Area Electronics as well as other
developments within the ecosystem such as in computing, e.g. neuromorphic computing. Each of
the fields, SSI, IoT, OLAE and, CPS already have their own European Technology Platforms (ETP) [1] as
industry-led stakeholder initiatives to drive innovation, technology transfer and European
competitiveness. Each ETP organises events for its own ecosystem, develops its own roadmaps and
strategic research agendas and mobilizes public and private funding on a regional, national and EU
level to achieve its goals. However, Smart4Europe aims to try and bring these communities together
to address the Smart Anything Everywhere Vision and Digitisation of European Industry initiative by
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interdisciplinary cooperation to exchange and learn from previous experience, combine funding and
coordinate activities on emerging and future technologies.

Figure 2 Overall objectives of Smart4Europe

As shown in Figure 2 Smart4Europe has three strategic objectives which are:

• Connecting with the community and enhancing SAE growth by bringing on board SMEs and midcaps
• Multiplying and creating an SAE ecosystem and achieving growth through collaboration
• Enabling the next generation of SAE and growth in new sectors

The work within WP4 is particularly addressing “enabling the next generation of SAE and growth in
new sectors” by identifying new technologies and applications. As there is a drive towards
digitisation in new non-traditional areas there is also an emphasis on this with a dedicated task, Task
4.3.
It has been noted that it is difficult for companies to keep track of new technologies and know
whether these will be of importance for future products. For large companies, it is possible to expend
some effort internally on monitoring new advances and also in exploring the potential of new
technologies. For SMEs with limited resources, however, it is almost impossible to track
developments and understand all the new technologies that are coming to fruition. Therefore, the
uptake of new technologies and digitisation in general by SMEs is poor. This deliverable thus has the
goal of bringing together key information on new technologies that are expected to be important in
the future to provide a single reference, which can be used by companies as a source of information.
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Figure 3 Identifying new technologies and new applications

Two streams of work are being performed in parallel. One stream of work has been investigating and
identifying new technologies that are being developed. This is an ongoing exercise as new
technologies are being identified continually. These are being represented using a Technology and
Innovation Radar which highlights the interest in the technology/innovations and also the level of
maturity of these. In a separate stream of work new potential applications for technology in nontraditional sectors is being investigated. There is a confluence in the two work streams in that the
new technologies and innovations on the Technology and Innovation Radar which are likely to be
driven by more traditional application sectors, e.g. automotive, may enable new potential
applications, whilst on the other hand new potential applications in new areas may actually drive the
interest in and development of new technologies. The ultimate goal of the work is to provide a
reference for the SAE community via the Technology and Innovation Radar highlighting up and
coming technologies that SMEs, mid-caps, as well as Large Industry, can exploit in the future and also
identify new potential application domains.
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1.1

Aims of the Technology and Innovation Radar
This document is part of WP4 and is an outcome of T4.2. It builds upon
work identifying new innovative SAE ICT technologies in T4.1. Using
this input, with other inputs questionnaires that have been sent to
industry experts and a workshop in Brussels, a Technology and
Innovation Radar has been evolving. This will continue to evolve until
the end of the project. At the same time in T4.3 there is on-going work
identifying new applications of technologies in non-traditional sectors
for ICT such as Smart Agriculture, Smart Wearables, etc.
The final deliverable for this work is due at Month 21 and so this
deliverable is an initial interim deliverable describing the work to date
describing the evolution of an Initial Technology and Innovation Radar.
The aim of this is to classify the new technologies and innovations
identified with respect to their potential and maturity. It should be
noted that the technologies and innovations identified are in areas
where Europe has expertise. In some cases, however, in the end use
applications, e.g. Big Data analysis, medical, aerospace, 5G, there is
significant competition from the US and South East Asia. Consideration
has thus been taken of where major developments are also taking
place outside of Europe.
In addition to gathering input on new technologies a Radar Mapping
Meeting was held in May 2018 in Brussels with experts. Before this
event an initial Technology and Innovation Radar was populated based
on the outcome of deskwork and the questionnaires. This was
circulated beforehand to stakeholders who were encouraged to
validate the positioning of the technologies and innovations identified
with respect to maturity. They were also asked to highlight other
Technologies, Services, Tools and Platforms, which they believed were
important for SAE. In the mapping meeting, experts further considered
the technologies and innovation areas, and where they should be
placed on the radar.
The radar will be revisited again to decide if technologies and
innovations should move in terms of maturity, fade due to lost
interest, or be “re-blipped” due to continued or renewed interest.
Figure 4 WP4

2.

Technology and Innovation Radar Concept

A Technology and Innovation Radar (See ThoughtWorks [2]) is used to classify new technologies and
innovations into sectors according to some categorisation. The 4 key areas for Smart4Europe are:
Smart Technologies, Smart Services, SAE Tools and SAE Platforms and hence this was used as the
starting point for classifying technologies and innovations. However, during the course of work it was
identified that this may not necessarily be the best way to partition the technologies. As a
consequence, different ways of classifying the technologies and innovation areas have been
explored. Technology and Innovation Radars tend to be used by companies to try and identify where
research and innovation investments should be made internally. It is a useful tool for identifying
whether it is worth investing time and resources into a given technology dependent on its potential
and maturity. It also gives information on when is the most appropriate time is to do this. By
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following the progress of technology over time it is possible to track the maturity as it develops or
identify that the technology should not be pursued further.

Figure 5 Technology and Innovation Radar Concept

In order to do this the technologies to be considered are mapped onto the radar into groups that
allows different actions to be considered. These are:
Hold – This ring identifies technologies that should be considered “hold off for now”, to represent
technologies that are too new to reasonably assess yet. These are technologies that are getting lots
of hype but are not yet proven and not worth investing in yet. This classifies the technology as
something that should not be considered for any new application.
Assess – This indicates that a technology is promising and worth exploring with the goal of
understanding how it may have an impact. Some effort should be invested, e.g. research projects,
prototypes, attend conference sessions, etc., to see if it has potential impact.
Trial – This indicates technologies that are worth pursuing. It is important to understand how to build
up this capability, e.g. by running a low-risk project to understand its weaknesses and strengths.
While the assess phase often highlights potential benefits, a trial can highlight limitations.
Adopt - Industry should be adopting this technology. There is a high confidence in the technology for
use in applications, it is low risk, and hence recommended for wide usage.
However, it should be noted that this is just one example of a Technology and Innovation Radar
targeted for a specific company to use internally. There are also other forms of technology radar that
can be used with different objectives. Technology and Innovation Radars can also be used to monitor
the progress of innovation. For instance, in other work for the European Commission THHINK has
proposed a standardised Technology and Innovation Radar for monitoring the innovations being
produced by the PPPs based on the maturity and impact of different innovation outcomes. Thus,
overall the concept of the Radar can be tailored as appropriate to the present information in the
most appropriate way. In the case of Smart4Europe the intention is to provide a Technology and
Innovation Radar that can be used by many companies working in the SAE domain.
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In the case of Smart4Europe the Technology and Innovation Radar is challenging in that it is not
derived for a single company and it is also not designed for monitoring innovations (metrics on TRL
changes obtained through prototyping and demonstrator work are not easily accessible). Although a
single company can consider priorities for a given technology based on its own business interests, the
aim of the Smart4Europe Technology and Innovation Radar is much wider than this addressing the
SAE community as a whole. There will thus be different opinions about the interest of particular
technologies.
A second challenge is that the maturity of a technology has to be considered for a specific application
domain. For instance, a technology or innovation developed for the automotive domain with a high
TRL would have a low TRL in the aerospace domain. Thus an experts’ opinion of TRL depends on the
application sector they are working in. Additionally, it was noted that existing technologies and
innovations identified may be integrated together to create new technologies in systems integration.
This is not just a simple matter of combining TRLs. In general, the overall TRL will be that of the
lowest TRL component but it can also be lower than this based on risks introduced by interactions
between component technologies. As Smart4Europe covers Smart Systems Integration this is a
concern at both a low level and also at higher applications levels such as a CPS, e.g. an autonomous
car. In creating the Radar for Smart4Europe the perceived “maturity” of a technology or innovation
has thus been considered rather than specific TRLs.
It should also be noted that the Technology and Innovation Radar is also considering both products
and services. For a product or service to be counted as innovative, it must be unique and compelling
to the consumer, create a competitive advantage, sit on a migration path that can yield further
innovations, and provide consumers with more value than other offerings on the market. From this
perspective there are different types of innovation. The most common one found is incremental
innovation, but in many cases new services result in radical innovations

Figure 6 Types of innovation

As shown in Figure 6 there are 4 key types of innovation:
Incremental Innovation – improving existing technology to increase customer value (features, design
changes, etc.) within an existing market.
Disruptive Innovation - applying a new technology or processes in an existing market, e.g. Apple’s
iPhone in the mobile phone market.
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Architectural Innovation – taking existing skills and technology and applying it in a different market,
e.g. in 1966 a NASA project to improve the safety of aircraft cushions resulted in the invention of
memory foam.
Radical Innovation – new technology that creates new industries.

Bringing all of these factors together is thus challenging requiring a methodology to represent the
technologies and innovations in a meaningful way to SMEs and mid-caps, along with information on
maturity of the technology. The potential impact of a given technology depends largely on the ability
of an SME or mid-cap to identify the business case for the technology or their specific interest in the
technology or innovation. This interest will drive their investment decisions for a given technology.

3.

Initial Technology and Innovation Radar

Figure 7 Approach to producing Initial Technology and Innovation Radar

In order to gather input on key technologies which should be present on the Initial Technology and
Innovation work was performed identifying key technologies and innovations of interest considering
the core areas of Smart4Europe which are:
•
•
•
•

Technologies
Platforms and Standards
Services
Tools

The scope of the search was focused on technologies and scenarios that are based on the SAE vision
covering the core topics of CPS, embedded systems, SSI, OLAE and advanced computing for IoT.
Where possible potential applications are also highlighted. This is particularly the case in the CPS
domain, which is driven by applications. In other cases the technologies or innovation areas are
generic, e.g. AI and IoT. These technologies/innovations can be exploited across many potential
domains, e.g. finance, medical, home automation, agriculture, etc. It should be noted that new
potential applications for technologies in non-traditional areas is the subject of parallel work within
Smart4Europe.
D 4.2 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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The technologies and innovations of interest were first identified via desk research investigating up
and coming technologies and innovations that are being explored in existing projects (this identifies
technologies and innovative areas where active research and development is underway within
European projects), and also from advances announced for the future on the internet. This wider
look at technologies and innovations was in order to look not only in Europe but around the world for
technologies and innovations which may have high significance in the future. This led to the
production of Deliverable D4.1 on New Technologies. Additionally, in parallel a questionnaire was
developed which was sent to key experts for feedback. This was also made available on the
Smart4Europe website and was taken to exhibitions and events to gather face-to-face feedback. The
aim of the questionnaire was to obtain feedback on the maturity of given technologies from experts
as well as the potential for the technologies. This was divided into the areas of interest to
Smart4Europe, but also allowed for other new and interesting technologies and innovations to be
added.
Additionally, respondents were asked if they were aware of, or had an unusual new potential
application for, a technology, i.e. an innovative idea. This was in order to identify new non-technical
sectors were there are opportunities for exploitation. This feeds into a future deliverable on Task 4.3
which is identifying new applications in traditional and non-traditional ICT sectors and engages with
community.

4 Initial Technology and Innovation Areas Identified from Desk Research
4.1 5G
5G is the next generation of mobile networks aimed at providing far higher speeds (20Gbps
compared to a maximum of 150Mbps with 4G LTE) with lower latency (1ms compared to 60ms on
4G) and the ability to connect more concurrent devices. Cell sizes will be typically smaller than for 4G
so requiring more cells. 5G has many potential applications, going beyond mobile phones, going to
wireless sensors and also connectivity with cars [3][4][5].

4.2 Block Chain (Blockchain)
Block chain is a system for recording records (blocks) of information using cryptography to
authenticate new records in a distributed system (a distributed ledger) such that for tampering to
occur a majority of nodes in a peer to peer network would need to be complicit. Block chain is being
use by cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [6].

4.3 Autonomous Driving
An autonomous car is a vehicle capable of sensing its environment and navigating without human
input. Autonomous cars use a variety of techniques to detect their surroundings, such as radar, laser
light, GPS, odometry and computer vision. This is combined with advanced control systems to
identify and follow appropriate navigation paths, while avoiding obstacles and taking note of relevant
signage. Additionally, autonomous cars must also be able to analyse sensory data to distinguish
between different cars on the road, both autonomous and non-autonomous.

4.4 Artificial Intelligence
The term Artificial Intelligence covers a range of technologies that allow machines to learn and
perform tasks better than humans. These are not machines that can pass the Turing test but are
machines that can be programmed for a task and then improve with time. As examples Siri and Alexa
are voice assistants used on Apple and Amazon products which use machine learning to improve
D 4.2 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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speech recognition. Netflix uses predictive technology to suggest movies based on past choices. AI
also has many applications in image recognition allowing better categorisation of objects in images
than a human can perform [7][8].

4.5 Li-Fi
Li-Fi (light fidelity) is wireless communication using light frequency rather than radio frequency
electromagnetic radiation. It has applications where security is concerned as the network can be
contained by opaque walls. It is also useful where radio frequency transmission might interfere with
other systems such as might be found in hospitals, aircraft or nuclear industry. It has also been
suggested that vehicle to vehicle communication could use this allowing a vehicle to transmit to
other vehicles following for example to propagate vehicle speeds several vehicles back allowing
denser yet safer road usage.

4.6 Plastic Electronics
Plastic electronics are circuits that rather than being laid down on a rigid brittle silicon substrate, can
be printed onto flexible polymer-based substrates. The flexibility of these circuits makes them ideal
where they may be required to mould to the shape of a wearer (for example an activity tracker) or as
an artificial skin of a robot [9].

4.7 3D Printing
3D Printing is a process of creating three dimensional objects by laying down successive thin layers of
material. This is an additive process as opposed to subtractive processes such as milling a shape from
a block of metal. It is used for prototyping allowing a designer to turn a concept into a physical item
within hours. However, it also has practical uses in bespoke manufacture, and spare or replacement
part creation for sectors such as aviation, construction, medical, dental, food, and fashion [10].

4.8 Robotics for Health
Robots are entering the health care sector in several ways. Companion robots are being used with
built in voice assistants to alleviate loneliness. Robots are being used in pharmacies to allow
prescriptions to be accurately filled 24 hours a day. Very small robotic sensors are also being
investigated that can be swallowed either for diagnosis, used for minor operations or to deliver the
medication to exactly the right location. Robots are also being used for disinfecting hospitals more
efficiently than is possible using just human staff. Tele-robotics is also being used to allow surgeons
and doctors to work remotely or simply at a smaller scale than would be possible by hand [11].

4.9 Cobots
Cobots is short for collaborative robots. Early collaborative robots were designed specifically for
purposes where they are in direct contact with or interact with a human operator and often assured
operator safety by relying on the human to provide the motive power. However, the term is now
more broadly used to mean robots that share the same workspace as humans. The robots can take
over the mundane or dangerous tasks from humans. For example, feeding parts into and retrieving
them from a CNC machine [12][13].

4.10

Implantable Technologies

Technology that can be implanted into the body has been around for some time. In the area of
health, the aim is to be able to continuously monitor a patient so that they can lead a fuller life away
from the confines of a hospital. For example, cardiac monitors can record heart function over long
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periods and help diagnose intermittent symptoms. Another example might be active monitoring of
blood chemistry and administering medication as appropriate [14].

4.11

Wearable Technologies

The term wearable technologies covers a very broad field that includes Smart Watches, Sports
Watches, Activity trackers, Virtual and Augmented reality, Smart Earbuds, Health monitors, monitors
for the elderly. Often wearable devices are connected via a Smartphone acting as a hub to the rest of
the Internet.

4.12

UAVs

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot
aboard. UAVs may operate with various degrees of autonomy either under remote control by a
human operator or autonomously by onboard computers. While they are now common in military
applications, their use is rapidly expanding to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and
other applications, such as policing, peacekeeping, and surveillance, aerial photography and
agriculture. There is also interest in product deliveries, e.g. Amazon Prime. Notably civilian UAVs now
vastly outnumber military UAVs [15].

4.13

Graphene

Graphene is a form of carbon where the atoms form a hexagonal lattice in a single layer. It is the
strongest material ever tested, conducts electricity and heat efficiently, and is virtually transparent.
Potential uses include solar cells, LEDs, and touch sensing panels. Graphene capacitors are being
looked at as an alternative to electrolytic batteries as they exhibit faster charging times, are more
environmentally friendly and have longer life spans [16].

4.14

Secure Processor

Secure processors can take various forms, but the ultimate goal is to perform some computing task in
such a way that the algorithm used cannot be tampered with and cannot be observed. Generally,
applications for secure processors relate to financial systems such as point of sale systems, but other
applications include smart-cards, set top boxes, and high security communication systems. A range of
different approaches are used to make devices secure as well as anti-tamper mechanisms.

4.15

Big Data/Analytics

Big data analytics is the process of examining large and varied data sets, i.e., big data, to uncover
hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful
information that can help organisations to make more-informed business decisions. Data analytics
technologies and techniques are used to analyse data sets and drawing conclusions about them to
help organisations make informed business decisions.

4.16

Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity, computer security or IT security is the protection of computer systems from the theft
and damage to their hardware, software or information, as well as from disruption or misdirection of
services they provide. Cybersecurity includes controlling physical access to the hardware, as well as
protecting against harm that may come via network access, data and code injection. Also, due to
malpractice by operators, either intentional or accidental, IT security is susceptible to being tricked
into deviating from secure procedures through various methods. Cybersecurity is growing in
importance due to the increasing reliance on computer systems, the Internet and wireless
communications and the growth of smart devices.
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4.17

Thermal Energy Harvesting

Thermal energy harvesting is the process of capturing heat which is either freely available in the
environment or which is waste energy given off by engines, machines and other sources and putting
it to use. Thermal energy which is harvested may be used as heat to pre-heat water for domestic use
or industrial processes. Alternatively, it can be converted into mechanical or electrical energy. Most
commonly heat, or more precisely a temperature difference, is converted into electrical energy using
thermoelectric generators (TEGs). These rely on properties of a special class of semiconductors
known as thermoelectric materials, which create an electric potential when thermal energy migrates
through them from a hotter side to a colder side. These materials can also be used to pump heat
from one side to the other by applying an electric current to them. Thermoelectric devices have the
advantages of being compact, fairly light weight, solid state with no moving parts, silent in operation
and requiring more or less no maintenance.

4.18

Vibration Energy Harvesting

Most of the work on low power movement harvesting consists of vibration harvesting to provide
microwatts to milliwatts. This is achieved in many ways e.g. piezoelectric, capacitive, magnets, etc.
Depending on the approach mechanical energy from the vibration is used to deform a piezoelectric
material, move capacitive plates with respect to each other, or magnets moving in coils. This is used
to generate electricity. As this is AC then there is a need to convert this to DC energy. In general
vibration harvesters are mechanically tuned to certain vibration frequencies. It is thus necessary to
design the harvester with respect to the natural frequency of the vibration. Non-linear harvesters
also exist which harvest over a narrow range of frequencies.

4.19

Solar Technology Harvesting

Photovoltaic (PV) energy harvesting wireless technology offers significant advantages over wired or
battery-powered sensor solutions. Indoor PV harvesting solutions have to date been powered by
specially tuned amorphous silicon technology, e.g. solar calculators. In recent years new PV
technologies have come to the forefront in Energy Harvesting such as Dye Sensitized Solar Cells
(DSSC). The dyes absorb light much like chlorophyll does in plants. Electrons released on impact
escape to the layer of TiO2 and from there diffuse through the electrolyte. As the dye can be tuned
to the visible spectrum much higher power can be produced. At 200 lux DSSCs can provide over 10
µW per cm².

4.20

Battery Technology

Almost all modern technology relies on batteries. Research is directed at improving capacity to power
devices for longer periods between charges or replacement. Researchers are looking into options
such as “Fat Cathodes”, “Nanowire batteries”, “Solid state Lithium ion Batteries”, etc. At a larger
scale increasing reliance on renewables requires the need for storage as intermittent supplies of
energy are harvested e.g. sun, wind, or wave power [17][18][19].

4.21

Supercapacitor Technology

Supercapacitors are competing against common battery technologies as an energy storage option.
They are able to be cycled hundreds of thousands of time with minimal performance loss. A
supercapacitor operated for 10 years might have a capacity loss of around 20%. They charge rapidly
and deliver high load currents. Their performance at cold temperatures is also strong. However, the
downside is low energy density and a typical voltage of 2.7V means higher voltages can only be
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achieved by placing multiple cells in series. They are often used for voltage stabilisation, backup
supplies, in regenerative braking systems, etc. [20].

4.22

Flexible Displays

Traditionally electronic displays have been flat and rigid. However, applications such as outdoor
signs, watches, and other wearable devices can benefit from lightweight displays that are rugged or
able to better conform to the wearer. Xerox started in the 1970’s with attempts to create e-paper
displays. Plastic Logic have a Dresden factory capable of creating OTFT (organic thin film transistor)
displays. OLED (organic LED) and AMOLED (active matrix OLED) displays have been used in mobile
phones but are increasingly appearing in televisions.

4.23

3D Displays

The ability to view images in three dimensions has been a goal since the earliest days of
photography. Since then there has been numerous attempts to introduce 3D technologies in the
cinema, on television, and now with augmented and virtual reality, as glasses. The ultimate goal is to
avoid the use of glasses or goggles and provide volumetric displays, holographic displays, integral
imaging (capturing a light field with a 2D array of microlenses), and compressive light field displays.
Each technology has its advantages and drawbacks such as restricting the movement or location of
the viewer, size and cost of the projector, noise, and quality of the resulting image [21][22].

4.24

Augmented Reality

In augmented reality certain aspects of the physical world are replaced by computer generated
alternatives. Primarily this would be visual, however, it is also possible to introduce audio, touch, and
smell. With augmented reality the real physical world is not entirely replaced but adjusted for the
purpose of the system being modelled. Microsoft hololens is an example of visual augmented reality
where the users wear a visor that allows them to see the physical world and allows the computer to
know the location of the user and in which direction they are looking. Using this information a pair of
images is superimposed over parts of the visor giving the user the impression they are seeing
computer generated items in the real world.

4.25

Virtual Reality

In virtual reality the real world is replaced entirely with a computer generated reality. Viewing this
generated reality requires the user to wear goggles which monitor the direction in which the user is
looking to generate a stereoscopic view as if the user were looking in that direction in the generated
reality. Some systems also allow the location of the user to be monitored within the real world so
that their movement can be mapped to the generated world. Some systems are also capable of
generating physical feedback perceived as vibrations or simulated touch and these are known as
haptic systems.

4.26

Voice Assistants

Voice assistants such as those offered by Microsoft, Amazon, Google, and Apple are already widely in
use and allow the user to use natural language to request information (such as the weather), control
devices (such as lighting and television), and to make purchases online. Voice control can leave the
hands free for other tasks such as driving or be a great liberator for those who are disabled or simply
find interacting with a computer to be complex.
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4.27

Remote Health Service Provision

Online doctor’s appointments can be far more convenient for the patient and can be followed up
with an in-person appointment if necessary. In countries where there is sparse healthcare, online
health care may be the only realistic option. For those with a medical condition that needs
monitoring, technology implanted or worn by the patient can report back the condition of the patient
in real time so that the patient can be allowed home. This frees up resources and allows the patient
to return to work, be with their family, or stay in the comfort of their own home. Continuous training
for healthcare practitioners is also essential and online training and assessment means less time
away from the workfloor. Robotic surgery is also becoming an option, allowing a surgeon to be
located at extreme distances from the patient.

4.28

Smart Agriculture

Smart Agriculture utilises Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in what is being called
the Third Green Revolution. Following the plant breeding and genetics revolutions, this Third Green
Revolution is taking over the agricultural world based upon the combined application of ICT solutions
such as precision equipment, the Internet of Things (IoT), sensors and actuators, geo-positioning
systems, Big Data, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs, drones), robotics, etc. The aim is to provide
more productive and sustainable agricultural production, based on a more precise and resourceefficient approach. Smart Farming provides the farmer with added value in the form of better
decision making or more efficient exploitation operations and management. Automation is also
leading to Precision Agriculture to more efficiently use resources like, seeds, water and fertilisers.
This is being enabled by the widespread use of GPS, GNSS, aerial images by drones and the latest
generation of hyperspectral images provided by satellites.

4.29

Elderly Monitoring

With an ageing population and the desire of many elderly people to remain in their own homes for as
long as possible, an obvious area for technology is the monitoring of the elderly to reassure both the
elderly person and their family that they are not alone. A portable panic button can be used by the
individual so that in the case of a fall or other issue, help can be summoned. A set of sensors can
ensure that if the person is no longer active that the family can check that they are OK and
automatically raise an alarm so that help can be sent. Intelligent algorithms can be used that
recognise patterns and again automatically notify the family when something appears different.

4.30

Remote Maintenance

Remote diagnostics is the act of diagnosing symptoms from assets separated by physical distance.
This can be done over a wired or wireless interconnection. Using the remote diagnostics information
to diagnose faults corrective maintenance actions can be performed like changing settings to
improve performance or prevent problems like breakdown, wear and tear. Increasingly more
complicated products are sold around the world. This is driving the need for remote engineering, to
avoid the need for experienced and expensive engineering personnel to travel around the world.

4.31

Smart Surveillance

While IP cameras have more or less replaced analogue cameras, there is still scope for improvement
in how the resulting images are processed. Intelligent networks of cameras can be used to integrate
with other sensors or to compensate when a camera or multiple cameras fail. These can be used to
provide security as a service by collecting monitoring of data and cloud processing of video imagery.
Smart systems can be used to recognise the presence or motion within the video feed and alert
security personnel if this happens outside an expected timeframe such as office hours. This can be
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transmitted to wireless mobile devices so security personnel can monitor areas as they do their
rounds [23].

4.32

Smart Tracking

There are many different types of tracking systems. Some are 'lag time' indicators, that is, the data is
collected after an item has passed a point for example a bar code or gate. Others are 'real-time' or
'near real-time' like Global Positioning Systems (GPS) depending on how often the data is refreshed.
There are also bar-code systems which require a person to scan items and automatic identification
systems such as RFID. For example, a passive RFID system can be used in a warehouse to scan boxes
as they are loaded on a truck and then the truck itself is tracked on a system using GPS. Active real
time locating systems (RTLS) are becoming available that rely on wireless connectivity.

4.33

FinTech

Financial technology (FinTech) are innovations that aim to replace older methods for financial
services with modern methods. The ability to check balances and make payments using a
smartphone is one key area. Cryptocurrencies is also an area that has attracted a great deal of
attention. Standardisation is key as a consumer is unlikely to accept a system that will not work
universally. However, making sure that these services are immune from attack is another key concern
because as more and more financial services move online they become more vulnerable to attack.

4.34

Wellness Monitoring

Wellness monitoring for athletes can ensure that the athlete is training optimally without training too
hard which can lead to injuries. Wellness or health for the general population means “a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity”
according to the WHO. Measuring all these areas for an individual can build a picture not just of their
physical state but of their overall wellness. Physical health can be monitored with technology. Other
aspects of mental health can be measured using questionnaires. Where there are concerns
interventions can be planned such as ensuring the elderly have regular human contact.

4.34

Activity Monitoring

Activity trackers now come in all shapes and sizes with various different parameters being monitored
from heart rate, footfalls, temperature, skin impedance, altitude and location in one device. Other
devices are able to connect to external sensors to measure, for example, muscle activity, and speed
(for static bikes and running machines). Some devices will prompt the user to drink water or ask them
to give an indication of the calories they have consumed.

4.35 Mobility Solutions
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS), describes a shift away from personally-owned modes of transportation
towards mobility solutions that are consumed as a service. This is enabled by combining
transportation services from public and private transportation providers through a unified gateway
that creates and manages the trip, which users can pay for with a single account. Users can pay per
trip or a monthly fee for a limited distance. The key concept behind MaaS is to offer travellers
mobility solutions based on the travel needs. MaaS can also be applied to movement of goods,
particularly in urban areas. There are now a myriad of new mobility service providers such as car
sharing, e-hailing, bike-sharing and on-demand "pop-up" bus services. Self-driving cars are likely to
be a key game changer in this market making on-demand services more affordable and limiting the
benefits of owning a personal car.
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4.36

Dependability

As our lives become more and more reliant on computer systems, it becomes increasingly important
that those systems are reliable. At the very least their failure modes should be known and any failure
should lead to a safe situation. Hardware systems must be maintainable, reliable, and available while
software systems are expected to deliver behaviour that can be trusted [24].

4.37

Safety Analysis

Any system, on which the lives or health of users are dependent, needs to be thoroughly analysed for
safety. Typically, this addresses the question “What needs to fail to make this system a hazard?” and
then ask “How likely is it that this failure can occur?”. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is
used to identify components within the system that may fail and their individual failure modes are
assessed for impact on the overall system as well as their probability of occurrence. Fault Tree
Analysis (FTA) is also used taking a top-down approach to try and determine the impact of some
initial event such as a component failure or operator error. This can be mitigated via design changes
to prevent such events leading to a dangerous situation.

4.38

Software Integration

It is rare that a software system is entirely written by one person or team. Almost all systems are
reliant on third party software in one way or another. Software integration requires that each
component of the system behaves in the expected way when it interacts with another component.
Software integration is a process in which the authors of one component document how their
component is to be used and detail the behaviour that will be exhibited while the authors of other
components ensure they are using the first component correctly. If the two teams are co-located this
can be less formal with requirements changing frequently, however, if the teams are separated the
process necessarily becomes far more formal.

4.39

Testing

Systems testing falls into various categories. In unit testing component parts of a system are tested in
isolation by mimicking the behaviour of the other components of the system that the component has
to interact with. They can exercise the component thoroughly by observing the behaviour under
normal and abnormal conditions. In integration testing the component parts of a system are brought
together in part or as a whole system to test to see how well those components work together.
Verification is used to check that the system does what it is expected to do against the requirements.
Validation is used to check that the requirements are right. System testing is used to check that the
entire system is tested as a whole to detect if there are any inconsistencies between what has been
implemented and the expectation of the customer. The use of “agile software development” is now
commonplace where small pieces of functionality are delivered through the testing process to the
customer at regular short intervals. This allows feedback to be processed earlier.

4.40 Inspection
Inspection is the process where a system is examined and evaluated against requirements or
standards. For software systems this can involve peer reviews of code that has been written.
Increasingly automated tools are being used to examine the software and compare it against coding
standards.
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4.41

RAMI

The Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI4.0) was first published as DIN SPEC 91345 in
2016 and then subsequently released as IEC PAS 63088 in 2017. International standardisation of
RAMI 4.0 is being driven by a joint working group between ISO and IEC.

4.42

SAREF

The Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) ontology is a shared model of consensus that facilitates the
matching of existing assets (standards, protocols, data models, etc.) in the smart appliances domain.
A device offers a service, which is a representation of a function to a network that makes the
function discoverable, registerable and remotely controllable by other devices in the network. A
device in the SAREF ontology is also characterised by an (Energy/Power) profile that can be used to
optimise energy efficiency in a home or office. The creation of the standard was triggered by the fact
that standardisation in the IoT sector is focussed on the communication level leading to a large
number of different solutions based on various standards and protocols. This has led to widespread
fragmentation in the current market with respect to technology. The lack of interoperability means
that devices cannot be integrated. As a consequence, the European Commission launched a
standardisation initiative in collaboration with ETSI TC SmartM2M. The standard was created bottom
up considering that household devices that can make measurements need to use standard units as
well as provide standard information on power and energy usage. This was standardised by ETSI in
November 2015 and subsequently a Specialist Task Force, SFT 513, was created on the management
of SAREF and to create extensions for specific domains. This has included extensions for energy, the
environment, and for buildings.

4.43

OPC-UA

OPC is an interoperability standard for the secure and reliable exchange of data in the industrial
automation space as well as other industries. It is platform and protocol independent ensuring the
seamless flow of information among devices from multiple vendors. The OPC Foundation is
responsible for the development and maintenance of this standard. Platform Industrie 4.0 is
developing this standard creating the OPC-UA (Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture)
standard. Demand for this came bottom up from a range of suppliers developing robotics, pumps,
machine tools, etc. OPC-UA, in particular, is addressing how to move data and information for
production and maintenance.

4.44

OneM2M

OneM2M is a software “framework” that is located between the “machine to machine” (M2M)
applications and communication HW/SW that provides connectivity. The aim is to provide an
“Android” for the Internet of Things for functions that are commonly used across different industry
segments (e.g. data transport, security/encryption, remote software update...). The software sits
both on the field devices/sensors and also in servers. OneM2M has been created as a standard so
that it is not controlled by a single private company.
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5. Questionnaire
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Figure 8 Technology and Innovation Radar Questionnaire

A Technology and Innovation Radar questionnaire, see Figure 8, was created based on the
technologies and innovations identified in the desk research. This was designed to ask experts their
opinions on the degree of maturity for the identified technologies in terms of when they believed a
given technology or innovation would be exploited as well as its importance. In addition, respondents
were also asked to highlight any new or unusual applications that they had come across or would like
to see.
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The results from the questionnaires indicated some differences in response (and indeed conflicting
opinions in terms of technologies and innovation areas, e.g. 5G, AI, etc. with respect to maturity and
potential) dependent on the respondents understanding and engagement in the technology area. In
general respondents were able to provide information on areas of their expertise, however, not in a
generalist sense. This is to be expected as there are a wide range of technologies on the list, some of
which are very specific. It was also noted that the answers in terms of maturity and potential also
depended on specific application domains. As an example “UAVs” are a mature technology in the
military domain, but less mature in the civil domain. The responses also depend on the size of the
UAV. For Smart Agriculture small UAVs are just beginning to be used for monitoring, but there is also
potential to use larger UAVs for spraying, etc. In general, larger UAVs open up many opportunities for
inspection of wide areas, e.g. farms, electrical grid inspection, etc., however, these larger UAVs would
require certification and thus rigorous and costly development processes. Regulation also needs to
be introduced to allow their use which is a non-technical barrier. It is clear that in some cases a more
well-defined scope is needed to categorise areas.

Figure 9 Autonomy Classifications for Cars

There are similar non-technical barriers in terms of autonomous cars with again different views with
respect to the level of autonomy to be used (see Figure 9). Already autonomous cars with level 3
autonomy are being sold, e.g. Tesla, but fully autonomous cars are not expected to be on the road
until 2035. In terms of technology many barriers have been solved but there are also the legal,
liability and trust barriers that need to be overcome to enable uptake.
It was also clear that there is a need to better classify some of the technical areas in a more refined
manner. AI, for instance, in reality covers many domains, including machine learning, natural
language processing, chatbots, virtual assistants, image recognition, gesture control, augmented
reality, emotional recognition, robotic process automation, personalised recommendation, context
aware community and business analysis. The actual classification with respect to maturity and
potential thus depends on a much finer categorisation.
Another aim of the questionnaire was to collect information on additional technologies that should
also be added to the radar. Although some technologies were identified it was noted that although
the results of the questionnaire are anonymous there was a reluctance in highlighting specific
technologies of interest by certain companies.
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Respondents were also asked to put forward new unusual ideas. In many cases existing new
applications that have been reported in the press were cited, e.g. 3D printing in the medical field for
prosthetics, corneas, etc. Interestingly portable medical devices that perform diagnosis (similar to the
tricorder in Star Trek) and flying cars were identified. These were subsequently identified as being
available in a wider search for new technologies.
Although there were differences in opinions, based on the feedback on the initial technology list, a
Preliminary Technology and Innovation Radar was constructed. This is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Preliminary Technology Radar

This radar categorised the 36 technologies and innovations identified into Technologies, Services,
Platforms & Standards as well as Tools. To avoid collecting subjective information on TRLs the data
on maturity was gathered in terms of three classes of maturity mature, new and long term. A second
classification was made to try and classify the mature category in terms of being supported by
demonstrators and prototypes. This allowed the technologies to be represented in the bands of the
original radar concept radar representing Adopt (high maturity), Trial (medium maturity e.g. TRL 6-7
demonstrator), Assess (Lower Maturity – prototype TRL4-5) and Hold (Very low maturity – e.g. TRL 13 experimental). This is according to the TRL levels defined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TRL 1 – basic principles observed
TRL 2 – technology concept formulated
TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept
TRL 4 – technology validated in lab
TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in
the case of key enabling technologies)
TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment
in the case of key enabling technologies)
TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment
TRL 8 – system complete and qualified
TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the
case of key enabling technologies; or in space)
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This Preliminary Technology and Innovation Radar was very useful in identifying a number of
shortcomings of the original proposed radar concept. As the original radar concept is targeted at
supporting investment decisions within a single company according to adopt, trial assess and hold, it
did not naturally fit with the needs of supporting the overall SAE SME and mid-cap community.
Additionally, in terms of Services it was clear that these were linked to underlying technologies in
Data Analytics and Autonomy, which encompasses sensors, actuators, processing, big data, decision
support, AI, etc. Likewise, Tools also have a very wide scope and could include tools for development
and testing and also for data analysis. There is thus a difficulty in representing these in the 4
quadrants that were originally proposed. It was also noticeable that the number of immature
technologies identified was limited and certain sectors were poorly covered.
As a consequence it was thus decided to rethink the sectors on the Technology and Innovation Radar
and represent them in a different way more geared towards the applications domains in Figure 1
considering CPS and IoT applications. For instance, in the case of autonomous cars there is a need for
the underlying sensor, connectivity and control technologies. This lead to a reorganisation into 4 key
areas:
•
•
•
•

Robotics and Autonomous Systems - Key Supporting Technologies
Smart Pervasive Monitoring (IoT) - Key Supporting Technologies
Mastering Data - Key Supporting Technologies
Human Machine Interaction - Key Supporting Technologies

The technologies under each of these areas is as follows:
Robotics and Autonomous Systems - Key Supporting Technologies
In this case several underlying technologies have an impact across a number of domains. This has a
clear linkage with the CPS application domains highlighted in Smart4Europe.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autonomous Cars (Application)
Robotics for Health (Application)
Robotics in Manufacturing (Application)
Agricultural Robots (Application)
Cobots
UAVs
AI
5G
Control
Sensors, Video …
Platforms – RAMI/OPC-UA
Modelling and Simulation
Safety Analysis
Certification
Mobility Solutions

Smart Pervasive Monitoring (IoT) - Key Supporting Technologies
This groups technologies that support smart monitoring applications putting together applications
and underlying technologies in the IoT application domain of Smart4Europe.
•
•
•
•
•

Remote Health Service (Application)
Elderly Monitoring (Application)
Activity Monitoring/Wearables (Application)
Remote Maintenance (Application)
Smart Surveillance (Application)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Monitoring (Application)
AI
5G
Energy Harvesting
Battery/Supercapacitor
Platforms – oneM2M
Sensors

Mastering Data - Key Supporting Technologies
This grouping brings together number of key technologies fall under the area of dealing with data:
•
•
•
•
•

Analytics
AI
Blockchain
Platforms - Cloud
Privacy and Security

Human Machine Interaction - Key Supporting Technologies
Additionally, there are a number of technologies, e.g. voice assistants, wearables, displays,
augmented reality, etc. could be grouped into HMIs.
•
•
•
•
•

Display Technology – e.g. 3D, flexible
Voice Assistants
Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality
AI

Even with this grouping it is still notable that AI appears in all 4 groupings (due to the many different
technologies represented in the “catch-all” term AI and its ability to be centralised in the cloud and
also exploited at the “edge”). However, this new breakdown into 4 areas leads to a clearer
distinction between usage and the necessary core technologies/innovations required in given areas.
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Figure 11 Key Technologies and Innovations Identified in D 4.1

The Preliminary Radar also identified shortcomings in the coverage of technologies. As a result of this
renewed emphasis was put into the parallel on-going desk exercise to gather further key
technologies. Here effort was put into looking further ahead to try and identify more immature
technologies (an area that was unpopulated) and applications that may be important in the future.
Emphasis was also placed on identifying technologies specific to the Smart Systems Integration and
Organic and Large Area Electronics areas which were also under-represented compared to the CPS
and IoT application domains. The result of this wider search is shown in Figure 11. These technologies
are described in more detail in D4.1. This more future look at technologies also identified new more
futuristic applications such as the hoverbike, flying car, etc., which is a step forward in technology
from autonomous cars.
A number of trials were performed to try and represent the technologies and innovative areas on a
new radar representation. In particular, it was noted that there are significant issues with
representing applications as these are dependent on many underlying technologies. It was thus
decided to avoid being specific about applications but concentrate on technology areas, e.g.
autonomy, which can be applied across applications. Applications were thus removed from the
Technology and Innovation list but noted for the new applications in non-traditional areas work.
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Figure 12 Key Technologies and Innovations Full List (107 technologies)

The full list of technologies and innovations derived from the original radar and adding the
technologies and innovations identified by the further search is shown in Figure 12 showing 107 in
total (around 3 times that originally considered). In this 8 categories were identified. For each
technology and innovation a maturity level was assigned. Rather than using the 4-level adopt, trial,
assess and hold approach that is less relevant to the overall SAE SME and mid-cap community, it was
decided to simplify the categorisation of maturity into a 3-level categorisation that was based on
when it was believed a technology or innovation will be mature enough to use:
•
•
•

Short Term (S) – available by 2025
Medium Term (M) – available between 2025 and 2035 and,
Long Term (L) – available after 2035

In some cases there is a need for a continuum of innovations, particularly in the areas of tool support
to deal with increasing complexity. This provides an indication of maturity that is easier to assess by
the community. The resulting radar is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 Initial Smart4Europe Technology and Innovation Radar

The resulting Technology and Innovation Radar presents the technologies in three sectors:
•
•
•

Green – technologies that SMEs and midcaps can consider to be mature in the short term,
Amber - technologies that are coming in the 2025-2035 timescale that SMEs/mid-caps should
be aware of for the future and may have an interest in that they may wish to monitor and,
Red – technologies that are still very immature and should not be considered at this time.

This radar will be updated if new technologies are identified or if the status of the technologies
changes over the next year.
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6. Workshop

Figure 14 Brussels Workshop

A Workshop was organised in Brussels in May 2018 and at this a Research and Innovation Radar
exercise was performed with the aim to identify research and innovation needs in the CPS and IoT
domains that are required to support key sectors considering the opportunity to influence Horizon
Europe. This new Research and Innovation Radar is complementary to the Technology and
Innovation Radar and was split into the following sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual CPS Engineering (Modelling and Tools)
CPS Architectures (Mastering Complexity)
Platforms and Interoperability (Systems Integration)
Safety, Security, Privacy and Trust (Barriers)
Autonomous CPS and Robotics
Data Analytics and Decision Support
HMI/Humans in the Loop

Participants were asked to classify a number of technological and innovation areas. For this Steinbeis
2i, Fortis and THHINK with input from experts, created a preliminary radar. Not only did this cover
key areas of CPS and IoT in a more general sense it also considered barriers to uptake such as Safety,
Security, Privacy and Trust which must be addressed. These are linked to the Technology Enablers
identified in the Technology and Innovation Radar previously.
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Figure 15 Technologies and Research Needs Radar

The resulting radar of technologies and research needs is shown in Figure 15. The technologies and
research needs were mapped into 3 bands. The inner circle represents technologies or areas that are
already mature and goes to 2020. The middle band identified areas that will be important between
2020 and 2030 (with the aim of identifying priority topics for Horizon Europe) and the outer band
considered areas that the experts thought would be important technologies after 2030. In getting
from today to the required functionality in 2030 there is a need for long term research and
innovation in order to develop the appropriate, technologies, tools, platforms or services. In the
workshop experts were asked to consider the positioning of the technology and research needs
against the timelines and also to add other areas that they felt were important. This resulted in some
of the technologies/research needs being moved with respect to timelines and also some additions
to the radar (which are shown in green).
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Figure 16 Expert Opinions on Importance of Technologies

A second exercise was then performed. Each expert was provided with 3 coloured dots and asked to
place them against the sectors that they considered were the most important. Experts were asked to
put:
•
•
•
•

Blue dots against areas with biggest business impact
Green dots against areas with highest societal impact
Red dots against the biggest threat areas
Yellow dots for areas that should be supported by the EC (i.e. under Horizon Europe)

The results of this exercise are shown in Figure 16. The results indicated that:
•
•
•

The highest societal impacts come from safety, security, privacy and trust, humans in the
loop, autonomous CPS and robotics and data analytics and decision support.
At the same time the biggest threats were thought to be in safety, security, privacy and trust,
humans in the loop, autonomous CPS and robotics and data analytics and decision support.
EC support is required in all areas.

Separately the experts were also asked to place crosses for areas that they thought were most CPS
related. The aim of this was to see if the radar was making a clear distinction between CPS and IoT.
Overall the results of this show that the partitioning of technology areas into CPS and IoT was quite
good. Notably no crosses were put in the Data Analytics and Decision Support area.
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7.

Conclusions

The aim of the Smart4Europe Technology and Innovation Radar is to provide a useful reference for
SMEs, mid-caps and Large Industrials in the SAE community to highlight new up and coming
technologies that may be of interest. The radar has evolved over the first year with input from desk
research, questionnaires and a workshop. Considerable effort has been put into defining the most
appropriate way of representing information and a number of different representations have been
assessed. Developing a radar to meet the needs of a diverse community of companies is different
from the needs of an individual company and likewise the radar needs to be separated from specific
application domains. The radar has thus been developed towards supporting the Smart4Europe key
areas of CPS and IoT and contributing technologies in the specific areas of SSI and OLAE leading to
the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotics
Artificial Intelligence
Energy Harvesting
HMIs
Tools, Platforms and Standards
Data Analytics
Smart Systems Integration
Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE)

Overall 107 technologies and innovation areas have been identified whose maturities have been
banded into red, amber and green so that they can be easily understood by SMEs, mid-caps and large
industry.
Another aim of the work in WP4 is to identify future opportunities and make strategic
recommendations for the SAE Initiative in the next Framework Program. A second Technology and
Research Needs Radar has thus also been created and refined in a Workshop in Brussels that covers
the 2020-2030 timeframe in line with Horizon Europe.
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